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Values reflect what 

matters most in life.
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When we think of our values, 

we think of what is important to us in life. 

Each person holds numerous values ... 

with varying degrees of importance. 

A particular value may be very important to one 

person but unimportant to another. 

Emeritus Professor Shalom Schwartz, 
Hebrew University of Jerusalem, 2016



The basic values

Nature
Understanding, appreciation, 

and protection for the welfare 

of nature.

Societal
Appreciation, tolerance 

and protection for the 

welfare of all people.

Benevolence
Preservation and 

enhancement of the 

welfare of close others.

Conformity
Restraint of actions and 

impulses likely to upset 

others or violate norms.

Tradition
Respect, commitment, 

and acceptance of the 

customs and traditions.

Security
Safety, harmony, and 

stability of society, of 

relationships and self.

Power
Social status and prestige, 

control over people and 

resources.

Achievement
Personal success 

according to social 

standards.

Hedonism
Pleasure and sensuous 

gratification for oneself.

Stimulation
Excitement, novelty, and 

challenge in life.

Self-direction
Independent thought and 

action - choosing, 

creating, exploring.

Enhancing others Resisting Change

Self-enhancing Openness to Change



How do the values 

relate to each other?
Trade-offs and underlying motivations.



Values and prosocial behaviour



Values and prosocial behaviour



Can prosocial behaviour have 

multiple motivations? 













Values and prosocial behaviour



Values and prosocial behaviour



Donating, volunteering and activism 



Organ donation 



Donations to charity



Personal Values

Charity Brand Values Frequency

Amnesty International 40

Doctors Without Borders 83

Red Cross 204

Foodbank 46

Beyondblue 278

Fred Hollows Foundation 57

National Breast Cancer Foundation 202

Royal Flying Doctor Service of Australia 178

Starlight Children's Foundation 151

Guide Dogs Australia 79

RSPCA 204

World Wildlife Foundation 50

Wilderness Society 27

Other…(Cancer Council n = 30) 268



Personal Values

Most important value Why?

Amnesty International UN-societal Social Justice is upheld

Doctors Without Borders UN-societal Because EVERYONE deserves medical attention and intervention in this world.

Red Cross UN-societal Their work for the less fortunate and the help that they give is very important.

Foodbank UN-societal It's important that every human being has their basic needs met.

Beyondblue Benevolence
I have extended family issues with mental illness and over time Beyond Blue has been of 
help to two family members in a positive way.

Fred Hollows Foundation Benevolence
I think he was an amazing person and helped so many people for very little personal glory

National Breast Cancer Foundation Benevolence Family member had cancer is a trusted organisation an advocate that tirelessly campaigns 
to help sufferers of the disease.

Royal Flying Doctor Service of Australia Benevolence
They are there if your family needs them

Starlight Children's Foundation Benevolence
to have a very sick child is the worst thing imaginable. No child or their parents deserve to 
go through that kind of pain. As a mother it's nice knowing there is a charity that's 
dedicated to putting smiles on the children's faces at such a terrible time

Guide Dogs Australia UNs/UNn/Ben
i love when humans and animals work together

RSPCA UN-nature
I’m an animal lover - they care for animals when no one else will. The strength of a  society 
can be measured by how well people treat animals - they are heavily involved in educating 
people too.

World Wildlife Foundation UN-nature
Saving all animals is extremely important for the future

Wilderness Society UN-nature
The planet's natural environment, along with protection of all flora and fauna is vital to 
our existence. Everything is connected and sadly, humans are destroying the planet by 
taking chunks out of the ecological chain that sustains life.



Values and donating to Health Services



Values and donating to Cancer Council 

They aim to find a cure for cancer 

Cancer has hit most of my 
family, including me.



Further refinements



International aid



Religious organisations



Environmental organisations



Animal welfare organisations



1. Small but meaningful V-B relations

2. All values may be implicated in giving 

behaviour

3. Mostly systematic relations

4. Value expressive and multi-motivational 
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